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Dr. Ganse Little of the Broad
Street Presbyterian Church in
Columbus, O.j will be the speaker
during the Big Four 'Sponsored
Week of Prayer, Feb. 4 through
Feb. 7. The Week of Prayer is an
annual event which stresses student
participation in questions of inv
portance to religious thinking.
Dr. Little, who was a guest min-iste- r
at Westminster Church last
year, was born at Springfield, Mo.
He graduated from Wabash Col'
lege i n Crawfordsville, Ind., i n
1925. He received his Th.B. from
Princeton Theological Seminary
and has done postgraduate work in
Christian education at the Union
Teological Seminary in New York
City.
His first ministerial post was an
assistant pastor of St. Paul's Meth'
odist Church in New York City.
He was then associate pastor of
the Brown Memorial Presbyterian
Church in Baltimore. He served as
pastor of the Covenant 'Central
Presbyterian Church in Williams'
port, Pa., before going to his pres'
ent church in Columbus.
Dr. Little is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa, national honorary
scholastic fraternity and holds the
degree of Doctor of Divinity from
both Wabash College and Wash'
ington.and Jefferson College.
Aside from his regular pastoral
duties Dr. Little is also a member
of the Board of Christian Educa-tioPresbyterian Church, U.S.A.,
member of the Committee on Social
Education and Action Presbyter'
iah Church, U.S.A., trustee of Wil'
son College, director of McCor
mick Theological Seminary, Cowi'
cil of Social Agencies in Columbus,
the Community Chest in Colum'
bus, and the Counril U.S.O. in Co'
lumbus.
Mr. Ralph Young will introduce
.
the. general topic of the Week of
Prayer to the student leaders of
dormitory discussions at a" meet
ing tonight, Jan. 11 at 8:30 in the
Big Four room.

Written by Dr. Karl Ver Steeg,
of The College of Wooster, Wilber

n,
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Organization

Orgies

Back to the old grind. Two
weeks of heaven and now this. Oh,
well, there are always clubs to

.

i

V.

Stout, state geologist of Ohio, and
Dr. Lamb, also with the Survey,
Water in Ohio, Bulletin No. 44,
Geological Survey of Ohio, 1944,
is a basic report representing the
result of one hundred years of work
in geology on water resources in
the state of Ohio.
The report includes 694 pages
and 7 maps (16x18), four of which
are illustrative of the various stages
of the drainage systems of Ohio,
the most important portion of the
book being devoted to the discus'
sion of this subject. These old drain
age systems dating back to a period
before and during the ice age, are
considered here in the light of the
complex modifications mentioned.
The authors offer a solution for the
problems involved. The bibliog'
raphy of this section includes a ser'
ies of 15 scientific papers written
by Dr. Ver Steeg on various phases
of geology in Ohio.
Other portions of the book deal
with rock formations and the pos'
sibilities for the production of water
from them and for special water
supply in some areas.
Of scientific interest because it
offers a solution to the complex,
much'discussed problem of drain'
age in Ohio, it is also of economic
importance in that it indicates the
buried valleys and sources of water
supply in Ohio.
Much of the data was obtained
by field work done by Dr. Ver

s

January 8, 1945
The Voice invites me to write a New Year's letter. I am,
indeed, glad to have the chance to welcome all of you back
after the vacation. The campus was a fairly deserted place
for over a fortnight; and the signs of life are pleasant again,
now that most of you have managed to filter back through
the ice and snow. It looks as if we might have to add to our
next year's budget six St. Bernard dogs to insure proper
return of everybody after Christmas.
My New Year's wishes for Wooster are fairly obvious..
First of all, during the next few months I hope we can plan
an educational program of the finest kind. Alumni, trustees,
and faculty have shown complete willingness to participate
.in the planning of this program. Thus far, moreover, I have
been pleased with the number of students who have ex'
pressed themselves, one way or another, about matters of
academic interest. I encourage you to keep up the good
work
and even to do better at it during the next five
months. The point of view of students who are in the midst
of receivmg their education is invaluable to any proper
planning.

'

:

In your own life on the campus I wish you a maximum
of
and a minimum of rules, with the rules
you do have really enforced. No one assumes, I think, that
our present "living structure" here is perfect in all respects,
and it is always subject to
A strong student
senate, proper
associations, and a reasonable,
largcminded committee on faculty and student relations
Self-governme-

Miss Ogilbee

nt

.

Accepts Position

re-examinat-

Self-governme-

Miss Jean Ogilbee, instructor in
the Spanish Department, has sub'

mitted her resignation to the ad'
ministration and will leave Woos
ten Jan2 LforPanama where she
has accepted a Civil Service teach
ing position. She will teach a sev
enth grade in the Cristobal (Pana
ma) Consolidated High School, her
subjects being Spanish and Eng'
lish. The pupils, Miss Ogilbee said,
were both native Panamanians and
children of American citizens work
ing in Cristobal.
She will report to New Orleans
at the end of the month and fly to
Panama where she starts instruc
tion Feb. 1. Miss Ogilbee states
that she plans to spend her nine
month summer vacation traveling
through Central America, an old
ambition fulfilled
The Spanish instructor received
her M.A. from the University of
Kansas last June and applied for
the Central American position before coming to Wooster last fall
She is a native of Colorado and
Wyoming. Miss Ogilbee said she
was very excited about her new. job
in Panama but she expresses her
sorrow in leaving Wooster. I like
Wooster so much", she said, "its
faculty, its administration, and its
students that I will be very sorry to
say goodbye. These past months
have been very happy ones for me
Dr. Myron Peyton,- - head of the
Spanish Department, has named no
successor as yet.

break th monotony. Or are there?
Many of them have put an "Out to
Lunch sign up til after our lovely
exams.' Then, next semester they'll
all be back in fuller than full swing
we predict it.
Senor Al Ormond and some
Spanish records will be the chief at
traction at the Jan. 15 meeting of
the opanish club. It begins at 6:45
in the Music room where a good
time is guaranteed by president Jim
McAlIan. Other new officers in
elude: Betty Delaney, vice'presi
dent; Carol Reese, secretary; Rog
er Naftzger, treasurer; Al Ormond,
sergeant'at'arms.
Pembroke celebrated its 25th an
niversary Friday, Dec.- -1 5 at a
formal dinner held in Babcock
Marie Allen, president, presented
its history and Frederick Moore of
the English department spoke on
Christmas
At their .last meetings the Art
-Guild had a lecture on Flemish" Dr. Williams Speaks
painting by Betty Stuckslager while At Refresher Graduation
the German club carolled in the
A group of. eighty-nin- e
Navy
German language for many admir
men, Coast Guardsmen, and Ma
irig" listeners.
rines graduated from' the Naval
Refresher Course - last Monday
Six Speech Students
night, Jan. 8. Dr.- - John R: Wil
Present Poetry Reading ' liams, pastor of the First Presby
terian Church of Wooster, gave the
Poetry 'reading will be featured address at the graduation. The rest
again this Sunday, Jan. 14, between of the program consisted of a talk
four and five o'clock in the Music by Lt. j. W; Fellows, Commanding
Room of the Student Union. Those Officer of the Marines, and the
who would enjoy an informal hour presentation of the certificates,
of that kind are cordially invited. Those who graduated left Wednest
Under the guidance of Dr. Del day, Jan. 10 and are going to
schools in Georgia and Iowa,
bert G. Lean, the readers for, this
Sunday are Bette Cleaveland, Jan
One hundred and four new
ie Stroh, Martha Pratt, Ruth Whis trainees arrived today, .They will
ton, Margaret Stoll, and Ellen be given their placement exams on
'
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 12 and
Kline.
Participating in last week's pro' 13. Saturday afternoon they will
gram were Margaret Rath, Mar be divided into platoons, and Mon
jorie Hatton, Jane Hogestyn, Jean day they will be assigned rooms and
DOOkS.
.
Som$ier, and Jean Gildner.

ion.

nt

should go far towards accomplishing what we want. For each
one of you personally I hope that this current solemn year
jurnation'sJiistorymay be distinguished ,by your own
best performance accompanied by as much fun as you can
manage, to contrive in times like these. For my own part,
I look forward, during the remaining school year, to knowing
some of you better than I already know you.
Meanwhile, I want to thank all of you for the many
kindnesses you have shown me and my colleagues in the
administration during the college year.
Cordially yours,

'.

,

.

Speech Students

Drew Pearson, popular news
commentator and writer of the
column "Washington
demonstrated his popul-arit- y
in Wayne County on Tuesday evening by attracting more
than capacity audience to the high
school auditorium.
Mr. Pearson,
who stated at the beginning of his
speech that he really was much
more at home behind a typewriter
than on a lecture platform, gave an
informal interpretation of today's
news with his theories and predictions concerning it.
In discussing the recent allied
k
on the western front Mr.
Pearson gave several reasons which,
in his opinion, helped to contribute
to this occurrence. He pointed out
that at the time of the German
drive the green 106th division had
just taken its place in the front
lines. He further named inefficiency
in our intelligence service, overcon-fidenc- e
and other factors as helping
to cause this setback.

HOWARD LOWRY

.

set-bac-

New German weapons, Mr.
Pearson feels, - are still a .definite
menace to us, for German science
has yet undeveloped potentialities
in this field as has been shown by
the appearance and recent improve
ments in robot bombing and the
new highly armoured tanks which
spearheaded the recent German of
fensive. However, these German
successes on the Western Front are
set off by our own rapid advances
on the -.-astern front where we are
now some four months ahead of
schedule.
.

Mr. Pearson also discussed ci- operation among the three big allies America, Great Britain and
Russia. He spoke of the difficulties
in maintaining close
between sensitive sovereign Dowers
and of some "of the circumstances
which have caused friction, among
us such as the whole "question of
e
aid.
co-operati-

on

Lend-Leas-

"But really dear," quoth Mom-mali"do you think it's absolutely
necessary for you to start back to

e,

-

I was determined, may my soul
rest in peace, to get to Wooster
Tuesday morning, so kissing the lit'
tie woman goodbye, I jumped into
my. stadium boots, threw both suit
cases and laundry cases on my little
sled and mushed down the street
into the teeth of the gafe.
That action occurred at thijee in
the afternoon and at five I stag'
gered into the Greyhound terminal
not at all exhausted from carrying
the four suitcases, but nearly col'
lapsed from dragging large stadium
boots on the end of my legs.

I

Well7Tnytadramoots-TLnd--

fought our way through the mob
and located a seat on the bus. It
was past time to leave so I settled
back, lit a cigarette and waited for
the two hour journey to begin. The
driver jumped into the bus, started

the motorand

we-drov-

e

out of the

Women Amend Laws
At Regular Meeting

By Edith Bender

mysuitcasesmyJxotforfQur

choice will

hours I lay over things and then
something wheezed into the sta
tion looking like the Toonerville
trolley.
It happened to be going my way
so I hopped on repeating the same
procedure as in. the previous train
ride. I arrived in Wooster at eight
Tuesday morning looking like a
fugitive from the Grapes of
Wrath, seventeen hours from my
house in Cleveland to Wooster.
That's my story what's yours?

found breaking the present smoking
regulations. You may either have
one week's suspension at home or
two weeks suspension in Wooster
at your own expense and with all
college rights and privileges for-

nt
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Three

plays, directed by
members of the play directing class,
will be given in the Little Theatre
Monday, Jan. 1 5, at 8 P.M.
one-ac-

t

The first play, "The Theatre of
the Soul," is expressionistic and at
the same time a satire on expressionism. It was written by Nikolai
Nikolayevich Yevreinov, and trans'
lated by Marie Potanpenko and
ChristoDher St. John. The action of
the play lasts only fifteen minutes
and is accompanied by the noise of
the pulsations of the human heart
The cast, under the direction of
Virginia Strubbe, will be: Marjorie
Hatton, Martha Pratt, Sarah Lantz,
Betty Leonard, Pat Tostlebe, Mary
McClaran.

The second play will be. "When
Shakespeare's Ladies Meet", in
which Desdemona, Portia, Cather'
ine, Ophelia, and Cleopatra gather
to give Juliet advice on how to han- die men ! Cary . March directs the cast -- who are: Betty Knox, Jean
Sommer, Kathy Wonder, Marjorie
Lloyd, and Vivian Douglas.

;

"Heaven Will Protect the Work-in- g
Girl," the third play, is a modern comedy by Glen Hughes, who
is also author of the book "The
Story of the Theatre" and founder of the famous Penthouse Theatre
at the University of Washington.
The cast directed by Ruth Bartchy,
follows:
Jean .............
. Bette Cleveland
Caroline
... Jean Gildner
The Working Girl Marcia Chandler
Mrs. Johnson
Dorothy Vaugh
Admission for the olavs will He
twenty-fiv- e
cents. .

....

Students Nominate
Seven Senators

ed

lay-ove- r.

station . . . around the "block and
back in the other side. Then we
sat, and sat . . . and sat. An hour
later the driver announced that he
was giving up the bus and that we
could stay there all night or go
peddle our papers elsewhere.
Well, the cold was creeping
through my stadium boots so I de- Forum Will tlold Election
cided to mush
and I did to the
Freshman Forum will hold the
station,
where
I purchased the
train
election
of officers for the new
large ticket to Wooster, via dear
semester
at the next meeting. Tan
old Crestline (where the elite meet
14.
will also include
The
program
to wait for practically
a
worship service.
trains).
For four long hours I paced the
The Jan. 21 meeting will be
stadium floor exchanging knowing based on the ideas of the Catholic
glances with equally as frustrated faith.
non-exista-

ct

W

W.S.G.A. has added four new
rules to their present laws.
If a serviceman from out of
visits you, it will be possible
town
souls that I had formerly seen in the
special permission from
receive
to
bus station. The train rolled in,
the dean of women for later hours.
stadium boots, suitcases and I rolled
The increase in time will depend
on, and we rolled . (that means
upon the circumstances of the visit
creeping on all fours) to Crestline,
AH college rules hold for over
iri the record time of four hours.
night
visits in Wooster except the
All the while the boots and I were
denoting
one
the time allowed out
feigning sleep over one of the larg
each
night.
The
hour has now been
est and worest wheels on the raillengthened.
ways today oh, one little thing I
If you wish to attend, a perform
neglected to mention I get deathly
ance in another city you will be
sick on trains. Need I elaborate?
In Crestline I regained some of allowed to stay overnight. But this
my composure over something black is only possible if the buses or trains
and came in a cup by no stretch are not running at this hour and if
of the imagination could it be called you have a letter of permission
coffe, and then snuggled among my from your parents.
r
suitcases for; a
A new ruling has been passed in
Well I lay over the benches, floor, chapel concerning smoking. A
two-hou-

"

Mr. Pearson closed his address
with and we indeed would have
felt cheated without it a statePetitions are out for new sen.
ment regarding the health of the tors for the Student Senate.
Prim
president and predictions as to pos ary elections will be held
Wednessible cabinet shifts after January.
day. Ian. 17.I and the final
mnfecf
-VArV
is scheduled for Friday, Jan. 19.

Comin' For To Carry Me Home
school in such a blizzard?"-

Vm Direct
One-APlays

Merry-Go-Round- ,"

km:.fi..

(Continued on Pag 4)
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pre-fligh-

.

Pearson Discusses
News Behind News
For Capacity Crowd

Seven hew senators will be elect- to the Board.5 two from eart nf

the three underclasses and one from
the senior class. The class of '4S
will have only one new member as
Lois Scott, president of die Senate,
will automatically continue for an.
other term. There are four mem
bers from each class on the Senate,
forming a total of sixteen students.
Elections are held twice a year,
and each person chosen has a year
term.-

-

-

-

Present members of the Senate
are: Senior class, Lois Scott, president, Virginia Miller, Chuck Irwin, and Jack McLeod; junior class
Nancy Campbell, secretary,
Nancy Parkinson. Evelvn Cnttnn
Jim McDonald ; sophomore class-B-etty
Guinther, Livy DePastina,
Mary Baker, and bam Bell; freshman class Ed Perkins and Tar.
queline Theis. The first semester
.1
tnere are only two freshman mem- bers, but the second semester there
are the same number as in the other
classes.

nowJeuaffered-anyon- e

feited. ...

&

.-

Dr. Karl Ver Steeg
Completes Work On
Ohio Water Survey

.

Number 10

-.
At the meetino of
mas. Surlov tl
uuLAfc
Senate held Jan. 8, plans for Color
Day, to be presented May 12, were

Details

discussed.

will be

an-

nounced as soon as definite plans
'
have been- formulated
-

Service Will Honor
Graduating Seniors
The Recognition Service for the
candidates for graduation will be
held on Jan. 18 during the regular
chapel hour. President Lowry will
give the address at that service. The
seniors who will receive recognition
at that time are: Edward Everett
Beatty, Virginia Beifuss Coe, Gene
AnnDolde. Virginia Ruth Helm.
Jane Louise Hoop, Sarah Margaret
Lantz, Virginia Jane Miller, Don
aid Charles Zavala.
-

-

1

Ganse Little
Comes Feb. 4 For
Week of Prayer

'

-
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By Betty Stuckslager
Ye Olde" Almanacke
for the year of our Lord 1945
Being the first after the advent of a new regime, but neverthe
lesst containing 365 days, of which January is one of all the rest which
has 31. Wherein, besides a correct calculation of the feasts,' there is
contained manifold and diverse knowledge for use in the home, in
public, and all points south.
..:
Conjecture of the weather.
1
The 1, 2, 3 variable; 4, 5, 6 subject to change; 7, 8, 9 suspicious;
10, 11, 12, 13 but I think they call it snow; 14, 15, 16, 17 wild north
wind; 18, 19, 20, 21 thou breath of goose flesh's being;
9
who
has time to notice anyway; 30, 31 sleep, beautiful sleep, may I make
a aramauc exic into tny ciutcnes, yea, even unto the point ot inebriation.

otce

"

ltt)

of Wooster
year tPTfff vacsfioo. pfrioda
$1.50 per year"

Distributor of Collegiate Press

Moons Phases.
second-clas- s

Last Quarter, the 6th, and if the
family doesn't come across pretty
soon, I'll have to start winning at

matter in the Pott Office of Wooater, Ohio

Slap.

Represented for National Advtrtiaing by National Advertising Service. Inc.,
420 Madiaon Av- e- New York. N. Y.

CARY MARCH
MARILYN SHAEFFER

Business Manager

.

Managing
Makeup

Martha Jean Stoll
Ben McDonald
.

Stat

that

Assistant Sports Editor Events.
"h
Advertising Manager
calling all

9,
Brazilians to make
ze bigga whoopee for "I Remain
Day.
Grito de ipiranga, as we
say
in
Rio.
Auditor
12, Friday night, we specially
Faculty Advisor
asked the weather man to be nice
Jean Eberling.
for a sleigh ride, 7:30 to 10:30, for
Barbara Anne Cherry. Bette a crowd from Hoover.

Assistant Advertising Manager
1 Circulation Manager

Betty Leonard

Talbott

Staff Associates:

First Quarter, the 20th, must
black
market fags more often.
Editor
Full Moon, the 28th, when you
Editor
hear
familiar chime, bong,
Editor
bong, bong, bong, everybody get
Editor
set, it's time to shine.

Copy Editor

Elizabeth Burket
Dora Day

Art Murray

Associate

Sport

Lilamar Walkden
Helen Chandler

Betty

New Moon, the 13th, at 1 o'clock
minutes in the morning. Line
forms to the right.
41

Editor

;

Pef Miller
Stanley Mors

.

'

Sally Wade, Jeanne

Wuhabaugh,

Edith Bender,

Assistants?
Betty Ann Baker, Jo Bowman, Gloria Bush,
Clcaveland, Jean Eberling. Margaret Hagen, Joyce Jarman, . Rose Kesel, Kathleen
Lautenachlager. Cornelia Lybarger, Betty McMillan, Mary Paull. Joyce Roberts. Jean Scott,
Coe Shannon, Jean Stuckert, Becky Whitaker. Lorraine Duckworth, Linda Wells, Pat
Tostlebe, Pat White, Ruth Vial. Virginia Shelling.
Betty Denman. Sarah Evans. Betty Guinther, Lillian Kesel. Pat McKee.
Lee Onthank. Ruth Rowe. Shirley Smith. Lit Webster. Martha Purdy, Lois Cornell,
Barbara Masaey, Eleanor Wolford.

Wooster, Take a Bow
The editorial staff being in a definitely mellow mood this week,
you, as the student body, are about to get a pat on the back. Year
in and year out we go along trying to be friendly and Christian
minded and uphold, without quite knowing why, the Wooster
But now we are reaping what we, and the generations of
Wooster students before us, have sown. A letter has come into our

1

.

tra-dition-

s.

hands, quite accidentally through a Wooster student, which was
written by one of the delegates of our Inauguration last October td
the president of his alma mater, a
Western university.
We would like to publish it here.
well-know- n

Dear Sir:

.

-----

d.

.

well-bein- g

occurred at the next encounter and slowly I began to recall a life,
long forgotten, in which I moved in towns and villages and on a
college campus in the- West
greeting all friends and strangers in
much die same manner and with an equally sincere feeling of comV
radeship.
7
-

.

The College of Wooster seemed an island, or rather an
oasis of the West. In this atmosphere I could 'almost, feel the trials
and cares of a
world drop from me as I, an absolute
stranger, basked in chance rays of good fellowship from the heart of
.The College of Wooster. This attitude seemed to show no indication
of a superficial formality or convention, but, instead, it appeared to
be one of the. most sincere demonstrations of true Christianity that
I have ever observed. It seems to me that if The College of Wooster
does nothing more than instill this attitude into its students, it is a
war-work-wea-

ry

success.

I have long maintained that a good small college is much more
desirable tor an undergraduate than is a good large one because in
the former the student gets more intimate contact with the faculty
and thereby obtains a deeper insight into his work and more inspira-- .
tion to greater effort. The College of Wooster seems to have extended
this "small college" approach to include more intimate contact be
tween student and faculty than I had previously believed possible.
Though it may be hard on the faculty, it must be excellent for the
students.
.

-

The new president of The College of Wooster impressed me as
a man of high intelligence, great ability and sound judgment. I have
no doubt that under his leadership The College of Wooster will become even finer than it is today.
I wish to thank you for offering me this opportunity of representing . . . . at the inauguration of the seventh president (of The
College of Wooster.
"

If any of us have

Sincerely yours

-

:v

ever wondered whether our Wooster ideals and
traditions are the answer to true living, here is confirmation. This
is high praise. Let's live up to it. .

ex-room-

ie

--

...

frost-bitte-

...

n

newly-engage-

D-Da- y,

...

as

pre-Christm-

rip-roar-i- n'

3,

ct

-

...

"Th-th-that-

's

Apple-Polishin- g

ards, nee Lots Scott who was married shortly before Christmas.
Typographical Error Dept. :
Seen on Kauke's lost and found
bulletin board, a plaintive little notice. "Lost, Two Red Angora Kittens. Finder please call Korner
Klub". They think of everything
these days, don't they?
Stars and Bars
Back on campus of 1 a t e was
Marine Chuc Weiss recently grad
uated from radar school. Likewise
Dic Rei'man, stationed in Texas.
Lt. Bill Mason from West Virginia visited Annelu Hutson the

Letter to
The Editor

pennefc
By Pembroke

'
Dear Editor:
For- - two- - and now
we ve thought it was a big. joke that
the wearing of slacks was limited to
Saturday morning from 9 to 10 in
the Shack, but now when we find
it's true, it ceases to be funny.
The only reason given for prohibiting slacks 'seems to be the
aesthetic element involved. Are we
here for a Finishing School touch
or a LIBERAL education?
Is the library to represent Fifth
Avenue on Easter Sunday pr a
place to study in comfort?
We feel that we have reached
the age where we no longer need
to be told what we can wear. We
resent being treated like children.
We feel thatvwe should be allowed
to dress sensibly according to our
'
own judgment.
the
Doesn't
voice of the majority
have any .bearing on this vital issue? IS
STILL IN EXISTENCE? .
Signed Irate Juniors
a-half-

SELF-GOVERNMEN-

-years

T

,

t

r

at

FriencV-Tvill-be-gla- d

that-peac-

Black-Hole--

of

--

--

.

Years Eve as a
Congratulations to Doris Reitz
and steady Glenn Schwarz. .We
were beginning to get cynical about
the lollipops situation, And if you
are a cynic, when you grow up,
nobody'll like you. You wouldn't
want that, would you?

.

This week we highlight a "man
behind the throne." To most students he is known only as a picture
in the Index, but to the faculty he
is "The Court of Appeals" and to
the president, he is a "Lifesaver."
This versatile man is none other
than Mr. Curt Taylor, executive
secretary to the Board of Trustees
and the president's right-han- d
man.
Seated in his crowded Galpin office
amid reams of typing paper, myriads of Wooster catalogues, and a
miniature botanical garden, Mr.
This often leads to a verbosity and Taylor refused
to disclose the shady
fullness thereof that one never side of his
which he even
past
knew himself capable of before. declined
to identify!
Wide "margins make the reading
easier for the profs, and I am sure A westerner through and through,
they will appreciate any little he was born in Girard, Kansas, the
thoughtful deed you may do for home of the Socialist party, of
them at this harried time of the which he is NOT .a member. He atyear, though we can't guarantee tended the College of Emporia,
how much they will appreciate it. where William Allen White was
26 December 1944
As a means of enabling you to frequently a' speaker. He studied Dear Editor:
further your education, we serious- music and played accompaniments
The problem of peacetime conly 'recommend you to consult your for the music department, dances, scription "must not be treated lightneighbor and compare notes so you and road shows; not to mention ly. America must act to insure
will be able to work up an alto- playing the organ for chapel! After peace and there is no better insurgraduation he was roped into a year ance t h a n a formidable national
gether satisfactory system.
of high school teaching of physics, army.
Aspects of Planets.
public school music, and botany.
Let history be our teacher! We
He
working
was
for
the
superinagain dwell in the complaccannot
is
Jupiter in conjunction with the
- ency of wishful thinking because
tendent's
office
of
a
Wichita
exsun and cannot be seen this month.
loiirery-istenceillgain--press company at the outbreak-jot-o- know World War I. He then moved f to stake even as
it is now.
that 'Neptune is doing as well as Washington
work in the Federal
to
Americans
cannot say that we
could be expected of one his age.
Trade Commission offices where he will ever be at war again. Neither
e
substituted as Joseph E. Davies' can they say
will reign
Advertisement.
secretary. ..
eternally over our great nation. Let
Have you been drinking too
the balance between peace and war
much coffee lately? Do you have . Transferred to the adjutant gen- be "preparation."
that
Calcutta feeling eral's service, Mr. Taylor was staOther forces will determine our
tioned in the staff office of the
(it couldn t be from too many
country's
destiny. We cannot rely
Charmont-Sur-Marn- e
in
fags)? Are you too poor to afford A.E.F. at
will
that
alone can guarantee
our
new dregs for the coffee pot? Or France where he worked with the peace. Whatever fate decides for
are you too tired to go wash it out? training of troops and the educa- us during our uncertain future
Well, then, we recommend this tion of the Yanks in French uni- let us be ready.""
""
important, recent discovery The versities.,
Sincerely,
family Cabinet Medicine. Oh, you
Returning to America, he home
Bill Bpyer, x'45
haven't a family? You haven't a steaded in Montana near Elk
cabinet? Well, well. In that case Basin, Wyoming. Then entering Dear Editor:
we recommend Pond's. Or Drano, Christian educational work, he con
I believe that in discussions of
ducted financial campaigns for comprehensive examinations and a
Next - month - we - will print the
Presbyterian collegesr He was in senior thesis I, h a v e something
large multiplication table.
Philadelphia when President Wish-ar- t unique to contribute.
came through and snagged him i. Since I transferred from a school
Thought for the Monthr
for Wooster. And here he has re- where the "comps" were a preOnce a lighthousekeeper; always mained.
'
requisite to graduation. I believe
a lighthousekeeper.
(Continued on Page 4)
(Conrinud en Pag 4)
thick-pointe-

,

Be er

As So It Was

Saturday evening, 8 to 1 1 : 30,
Holden welcomes in the fleet at an ers or, newspapers . . . an occasional serviceman back on cam
Open House for Navy.
pus, invariably deeply tanned . . .
13, same night,- - same station, the fabulous little man who
gave
from 7:30 to 11:30, Play Night away
Luckier in the Shack last
for freshmen in the gym and an spring . . . "Bad breaks" and
Open House after in Livingstone.
tough . . . T. M. Green and his
14, Poetry Hour at 4 o'clock in deep, deep philosophy resulting in
the department majors looking anxthe Music Room.
ious and slightly green . : . scofPlays at 8 o'clock.
15, One-Afing at Frankie and listening anyThree on the billing, two bits.
way . . . silver hair berets . . .
20, St. Agnes' Eve Ah, bitter George, the scoundrel and peeping
chill it was! Follow Keats' direc- Tom who gave Holden the shivers
tions fof view of future husband. until apprehended one rainy night
No ouija board required.
. , poor transportation
. . . the
art museum and how unintelligent
Fashion.
we felt
praying for a white
Christmas
and
getting it . . . Long
In 1945, when vitamin pills first
and
Ago
Far
Away.
became general, it was common to
To quote the estimable Porky
serve them before company at dinall, folks!".
ner" and ..uporu retiring atjiight, Pig,
though some people felt they would
rather C than B
1

I thought you might be interested in my impression of The College
of Wooster where I attended the inauguration of President Howard
Modes of Increasing the
'Foster-Lowry.- '
Size of Blue Boos.
My first real introduction to the college came when I started
d
An extremely
pen
across the campus. I met a group of young girls. As they approached, is the most common and easily aplooks of pleased recognition appeared to flash across their faces and plied method. It is guaranteed to
fill twice as much space for a small
they greeted me. It was a greeting radiant with' a feeling of
writer, not going into what it will
and full of good fellowship. I would have been flattered by the greeting! do for a person who writes large.
had the girls been my students in a chemistry course. Confused, I re Writing on only one side of the
turned the greeting as best I could, feeling, at first, that I had been page made for neatness and latimistaken for someone else. At the first opportunity I looked behind tude before the war. A more patriotic method and one that makes use
me to see if I was being closely followed and had mistakenly inter' of
one's higher poetic' imagination,
cepted a greeting meant for someone else. A repetition of the event is not to be too confined by facts.
---

Our

Wooster students have dusted
week-enMartha Preston
fne last bit of train soot off their past
hostess
played
to med student Ben
collective lapels and put "White
'
Leeper
from
of Penna. ,
U.
Christmas'! away for; another year. " Home
J
Christ--mas
again after a desert
According to a nasty rumor book
is Ruth Whiston
in
Nevada
reports and term papers are due this
who even had the gall to return
week and there are only seven
with a sun tan! She spent the two
studying days til examinations. So
weeks with fiance Chablain Bruce
if anyone reads this, they are friv
Roberts. A familiar face on cam
olous fools who don't care whether
pus 'last week-en- d
was that of
they flunk or not:
Suzie Johnson, now a student at
Rings on Her Fingers
Wellesley. Suzie was the guest of
A rash of diamonds has been obMarjia Purdy. A gold
Ye Olde Yeare is dead and gone,
served on the campus which shows
edged
"thank
you" to Ed Bcatty
but being die sentimental type we all promise of becoming a. virulent
his toboggan, a very popular
for
herewith drag out a few random epidemic. Symptoms include flushed
item these days.
recollections
the inauguration face, accelerated' respiration, and
The Lame and the Halt
left hand caused h by
and the wonderment and excite
Condolences
to Anne Ferguson, '
d
ment that went with it ... . T. exposure. Among our
recovering from the effects of a tocoeds are Peg Miller whose
Dorsey and J. Melton on one and
boggan that went berserk. F erg's
the same night . . . the cigarette fiance is Ralph Simon from home, buddies
are certainly accommodatshortage and "roll your own',' . . . Ruth Frost (her ring's from Fred
ing as they tote their infirm colDick Tracy and Co. including Francis, a Canadian), and Pris league
over the treacherous walks
Gravel Gertie, Snowflake, The Whittaler who's engaged to Bob
on
a sled. Also a bouquet of peBrow, etc. . . .
with the Anderson, '44. Then there's Burp tunias to Tancy
Maclnnis who
National Anthem being played Craft who unearthed her diamond gave her blood
Tuesday
at the
continually on the radio . . . "I'm camouflaged in a corsage from En' Donor Center
downtown
and alnot very upset!" . . . the vivid sun' sign John Thomas. Clever? Mickey most gave
up the ghost. The afterburns of last spring . . . Her Tears Chandler's another wearing that noon
resulted
in one pint of MacFlowed Like Wine
the intel- "she's engaged, she's lovely" title, lnnis blood plasma and
one green
ligent (?) and heated discussions diamond courtesy Dic Shaeffer. and
groggy
Maclnnis.
Now
fully
we had before our new president Prior to the holidays, Emmylou recovered, Nancy's
plenty
proud
was chosen ... Jo and Stan Gault's Jarvis showed up engaged, the hap of that .bronze Blood
Donor
pin.
out - of - this world boogie in last py fiance being Elliott Tachtman. Hale and hearty
a f t e r her
year s nop ... the wave of engage- They are planning wedding bells
appendectomy at Hygeia
after exams. Speaking of weddings, is Lola
ments and marriages
. the abundFish who reports a
ance of maps and even a few read- - a 24 gun salute to Mrs. Rog Rich'
shut-in- .
New
22-2-
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He is like a lagoon
In southern waters

t

.

'
-

Surrounded by creamy magnolias
And the fernery of willows shading
blue moss.
lazy
His
charm entices all who
drift by
To enter and taste of these delights.
But I know the sight of this is -deadly
And one scent of the heavily perfumed magholias clings fop
ever to the heart.
Yet I know not whether to say
"Beware! Beware!"
To those who would enter,
Or urge them on.
--

f

II
She is like a pearl dropped in
evening waters
Whpse circles ever widen to the
shore
And gently stir the drooping
willows.
The breath is cool,
The sound is silent,
And the pebbles that cloak the
bottom are pure and rare.
Only those few who pull aside the
branches Ind explore
Know of this clear, deep pool
And drink of its waters.

Solitude
Tis solitude I seeVaway from menr
From petty minds and trivial care

--

set free,
Away from
from ken

war, -

soul-submergi- ng

.

Of bkxxUnd hate that makes an
enemy

,

Of one who might in saner days

have been
friend.
A
For solitude from thought
Like this, I seek the woods apart.

Again
To find celestial skies, by aeroplanes
unfraught,
Majestic trees, so stately tall, their
heads
By tanks unbowed. And there '
where might I pluck
The swaying graceful reeds untouched by leadsf"';'
Beside a lakeTstirred just by wind 7
and duck,
For Thou, Green World, a f riend
'
for life must be
And take the place of one made
lost to me."
.
' . .
.
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REPORTS OfJ SPORTS
By STAN MORSE
there are stories of companies that
made forced marches of incredible
distances for the sole purpose of
getting near a radio. Then there is
also the story of a correspondent
who was flown from the Burma
theatre of war to St. Louis to write
a first hand account of the Series
for the Army paper the Stars and
Stripes. Then there is the contin'
ual request for balls and gloves to
be sent to the boys in Army camps
in this country and all over the
world. There are hundreds more
of these stories and they, all mean
they want baseball
one thing
and all that goes with it

Another year has rolled around;
and after the glamour of the bowl
games on New Year's Day and
with the excitement of basketball
season in full swing, another item
of news has crept into .the lime'
light. In fact it didn't creep in. 'It
was thrown in headfirst with no
warning by the Chief of Chiefs, the
,

unpredictable F.D.R.

This is, as you probably already
have guessed is the Work or Fight
bill now before Congress. .That in
its essence, "work or fight" is what
we need, we'll admit that along
with the rest of them, but what it
doesn't need is that clause in there
that will affect all sports. In this
Work or fight, a hard edict, but
way it is a more than even bet that a good one. But one thing we are
the ball parks will not open come liable to forget is that while those
spring.
,
men are playing baseball they are
Last year about this time there working. They are working just as
was a mild rumor to the effect that hard as the next guy, providing
this might happen, but it never at' relaxation, building morale for
tained the proportions of this. We both G.I. Joe and the folks at
are in a war, and right now it is home. We are not proposing a
not going so well for us, and some' plan, we will let someone who
thing must be done. Work or fight knows do that, but what we are
is one solution, and it is a good one. advocating is just plain baseball.
But "work" means being engaged
Speaking of morale, there is
in something that will further the morale on the home front a lot of
war effort, and that, is what base it, and that's where we come in.
ball does, much more' than can It's up to us whether morale is high
ever be measured in material values. or low. The ball and bat enter
in
It is really and truly a part of here too. If this is not so, why did
America, a n d holds a deserved this last year draw crowds larger
place in every American's heart, than ever before? Why did
the
along with millions of other things major leagues schedule more night
that go as a whole to make us what games than ever before so that more
we are.
people could see them? Why is or
People will say and are saying was there talk of starting more
now, we can still have 'baseball, re minor leagues? Why does the West
gardless. But if the services take Coast want to enter teams in the
all the men in baseball that hold majors? Answer that if you can
4F ratings or service discharges and without saying that baseball is the
put them in the Army or in a dc people and the people are baseball.
fense plant, that leaves the Great
The Work or Fight bill must
American game holding the bag
for something drastic is
pass,
and the bag is empty. Better than
needed.
It is not a question of
half of the ball players today hold
men
these
and boys not wanting
either a medical discharge or 4F
fight
for
couldn't find a one
you
to
card.
who
of them
would not readily
If they are taken out of this change places with a private. But
sport,, will they be doing as much this cannot be, so let's do what we
good as they would be doing play- - can at home. The Work or Fight
ing ball?The answer is no. There bill should have one alteration,
is a little thing called morale that and that is to provide for national
carries quite a bit of importance, sports.
and without which no army is
Baseball passed its critical point
worth beans.' On the list of moral
last year. Then it was feared that
builders is baseball, and it is high,
there would be none but the sport
very high. An example of this is
the recent trip made by Steve came through in wonderful shape
You kjiow why it was because
O'Neill, manager of the Detroit
there were men playing baseball,
Tigers, along .with a group of
working for the people guys we
baseball players. Reports say they
both know, working with 140 mil
were greeted with just as much if
lion people at home solidly behind
not more warmth than the movie
them and with 12 million G.I. Joes
stars. Steve tells of how the G.I.'s
100
back of them in spirit. Ev
ate up every word they said, and
eryone
wants baseball, so let's not
in nearly every camp the men
take it away.
stayed till lights out just to hear
talk, good old baseball talk.
Come spring let's all hope that
baseball will again open up with
There is something about baseball
that gets you down there where its fourth wartime season and that
there will be men to carry on. Base
you can't reach it. Nearly every kid
ball is not a game, it is. an institu
in the neighborhood had a ball or
tion; and no matter what comes, it
glove, belonged to a sandlot team,
should never be allowed to die. The
..or climbed the fence at the local
men are working, and working hard
ball park. Baseball is something, ev
for the preservance of everything
eryone has and is not a
we are fighting for. That is what
dream. Maybe thats why4t is re
we are going through this for the
ceived with such unbounded en
American Way. And holding a
thusiasm all over the globe.f
high place in the American Way
"
"
we'll
During the World Series last is baseball, We'll work,-an- d
fall in St. Louis, more ears listened fight, and one of the ways to do
to these games than ever before in both is to keep us going here. Let
history. It was broadcast by short us never 'let them or ourselves
wave over the whole world and down. Keep baseball.
i

.

.

far-fetch-
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-

Here's Wishing . ,
Mose Hole.
A GOOD SEASON

CIT.YTAXI
8

2

1

BILL SHACK

The AHSTER Shoe Store
Just Arrived

. .

A New Shipment of

Black Patent Leather Dress Shoes
With High or Low Heels
t

Vzzt Three

Women's

Bowling Green
Invades Woosler

Wooster Opens Basketball Season
Losing to Strong Oberlin 0
62-5-

For Tank Contest
The 1945 swimming season will
start off with a big splash this
Saturday afternoon at 2:30. when
the Bowling Green State tankers
invade Wooster. I his is the first
meet of the season for both teams.
Doors will open at 2:00.
As vet not much information can
be had as to the potentiality of the
Bowline Green team, "but in vears
gone by the B.G.'s have had a rep
utation or one of the fastest teams
in the district. Probablv one of the
reasons for Bowling Green having
such tine teams year alter year is
that it is a state school and there
fore draws more than its share of
athletes. They also make swimming
one of their major sports rather
than a minor.
Undoubtedly their team will be
made up of both civilians and service men.
The Wooster team also consists
of both trainees and civilians. The
team this year is green, Coach
Munson having had to start from
scratch with most of the men. With
the exception of the two returning
lettermen. Gordon "King Kone"
Marwick, and "Mouse" Morse, and
Lennin, a trainee, the men have had
little or no experience.
,
Munse has had a real iob on his
hands in shaping up a tank squad

Lasronday night

By MARGE WILMER
BADMINTON Nov.
20-Ja-

17

n.

-

Monday G Wednesday 7:30-- 9
17
BOWLING Nov.
1:30-3:30
Saturday
DANCING Oct 2
Monday, Tuesday & Thursday,
20-Ja-

n,

.

.

4-5:-

SWIMMING Oct. 2
Monday Wednesday,
P.M.

The end of the fall sports season
has brought the election of the new

their

alternates.
managers and
Meetings of the various clubs were
held and the following people were
elected: Tennis, Anne Cramp Ferguson, Manager, Lyn Stabo, Alter-- '
nate; Hockey, D o 1 1 1 e Campbell,
Manager, Marianna Paul, Alternate; Golf, Sally Evans, Manager
and Grace Hofstetter, Alternate.
Congratulations, girls!
The Badminton doubles tourna
ment is now under way. The
com-petiti-

on

started Wednesday night
following games: N.
Campbell 8C Ferguson vs. Aten
8C D. Campbell;
Preston fid B.
Whitaker vs. L. Hunter SC Trent;
Eberling 8C Jacobs vs. Woodworth
& Layer;. B. Stewart & Loehlin
vs. Greer & P. Hunter and Leon
this year, and through his untir- ard & Wilmer vs Craft & Coover.
ing efforts the Scots will drive in
Senior Life Saving Tests were
there and make a good showing. given Wednesday and also next
What this team lacks in quality Monday at 8:00 by Miss Buccalo
it makes up for in spirit, for every and Miss Lowrie for all swimming
'
tellow out there has that will to enthusiasts.
win.
The W.A.A. and Girls' Gym
The backstroke will be the weak Department are planning to buy
est event. Coach Munson havinp toboggans and skiis for all you
out'
had to groom Gaines and Abbe for dodr girls.
There will be a W.A.A.
the spot, neither having previous tobogganning party soon with the
v
experience.
newly purchased equipment, but
To
most
of
us
swimmin?
a
meet
...
we suggest that this time Anne Fer.
.
...
might i seem dull on first thought
guson should be merely a spectasimply because we don't know
tor. (Sliding into the City Park
much about it. But a tank contest creek explains the crutches
and

with, the

'

.

.

offers a varied and exciting show
well worth one's time. A meet consists of nine events, beginning" with
a 300'yard medley relay. This race
is swum in more or less three sec
tions. beginning with the back'
stroke, followed by the breast stroke
and the freestyle. Each of these is
aOOcyard event. .Then .comes the
-I
free- 200'vard freestyle. 50'vard
0
style, fancy diving,
back
stroke,
breast stroke, 400'
yard freestyle, and 400'vard free
style relay. Each event is scored 5
tor first place, 3 for second, and 1
9

HO-yar- d

200-yar- d

for third.
In the particular events, Tom
"Duke" Hull, Jack Wallace and
Gaines are the breaststrokers. All
three of these show promise, and
should provide a good race
Gaines and "Abbe are the two
backstrokers, and all the others
are freestylers, with the exception
of Marwick. a diver.
Bob Wagner, freshman, shows
considerable promise in the free
style events, and may be counted
on to come through.
After a year's absence swim'
ming is back and is making its de
but this Saturday in the home pool
Come early, crowd 'round the pool
and spend an exciting afternoon.
The remaining schedule is:
Jan. 20 Baldwin-Wallacthere
Jan. 27 Bowling Green, there
Feb. 3 Oberlin, here
Feb. 1 (Baldwin- - Wallace, here
n,
Feb.
there
e,

.

62-5-

30

8:30-9:3- 0

the Wooster ently, and handled the ball as if
Scots opened Bp their 194? basket- he knew what to do with it.
ball season.It wasn't a very imThe' game as a whole, however,
left
something to be desired. Woosn
the
with,
Scots
pressive opening
going down to defeat before a ter again has a basketball team, and
given time, it will prove its worth.
powerful Oberlin quintet to the
The boys were all a little nervous,
score of
this being their first game, and their
This is the first team Wooster defensive play was a little ragged
has had that was made up of a mix- The Scots have always been noted
ture of both civilians and trainees. for their wonderful defense, and
rightly so, but one must remember,
The starting lineup for the game that, it is solely an original, and
was Gearhart, Drury, Taylor, Ol impossible to be learned overnight
son, and Schneider, they all being It is something that will work wontrainees with the exception of ders if mastered, and that is what

sleigh rides you have witnessed the

last few days.)

0.

--

the Scots must do

The game started out slowly with
the score
and both teams
more, or less feeling each other out.
The Oberlin Yeomen were hot last
Monday, as they showed up by be-

Another striking thing 'was registered. Of all 50 points made, only
two of them were layup shots, the
kind that were worked in. The rest
were sunk from the middle of the

see-sawi-

ng

I

'INFANTILE
PARALYSIS

i

0.

62-5-

0.

,

e,

--

e,

Barb Eicher urges all girls who
signed up for bowling to come out
this Saturday. The Alleycats, composed of Brooks, McBride, McColl,
and Gieser, and Garver, Seibert,
Krejci and Stowe played last week.

The Dancing Club had a party
last Sunday evening at Miss Low
He's home. There was good food
and an enjoyable time was had by
'

all.

WOOSTER
THEATRE
Today (Thursday)

George Lahm
Jeweler
221 E. Liberty

"Doughgirls"

FRIDAY-SATURDA-

Ann Shirley in

"Music In Manhattan"

132N.BeverSt

Ph. 52
Agents in Each Dorm

St

DICK MORRISON
"Better Barbers"
Southeast Corner Public Square
qua

100

Y

IIAIIII'S LAUIIDQY

GET ACQUAINTED1'

Ann Sheridan in

WOOL SLIPOVER
r
$4.95

Added "Alaska"

Perfect pals for your
skirts and slacks. Cherry,
blue maize, green, black,
fuchsia. Sizes 34-4-0.

SUNDAY. MONDAY

SKIRTS

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

$4.95 to $7.95

"Thirty Seconds

PLAIDS
Sizes

Over Toyko"

24-2-

The COLLIER PRINTING
Bever and North Streets

master

ginning to roll up the score as the floor.
first half came to a close. At the
All in all, Mose has hipped
end of the half the score stood
together a good team that is
Oberlin 32, Wooster 24.
bound to spell trouble for all opThe second half started fast ponents. They have fight, and
with the Scots beginning to creep that is what . counts more than
up on the leaders. With the crowd words can say; they are out there
going wild, Wooster began to to win five of the best basketpour in the points, but the closest ball players the school can offer
they could get was two points, and one need not fear the outcome. Again we say, in the end
then 38-4the Scots will wind up with a sucAgain the Yeomen began to pull cessful season under their, belts.
away, and as the final gun sounded
This year Wooster is playing
the Woostkr Scots had lost their
opening Ohio Conference game one of the toughest schedules it has
had in many a year. Not one of the
games can be considered a soft job,
There were two bright lights every one of them being
top flight
shining for the Scots however, even
teams.
though the defeat. One of them
J
was the name Olson. This trainee
The remaining schedule is:
scoring 25 of the 50 points, lead
Jan. 10 Ohio Wesleyan, there
both teams in scoring, and proved
1
a terror with his hands on the ball. Jan. 6 Muskingum, here
At times he just couldn't seem to Jan. 20 Geneva, here
miss, and at more than one point Jan. 23 Otterbein, here
Z
throughout the game, looked as if Feb. 2 Baldwin-Wallacthere
he were going to pull the Scots Feb. 7 Denison,
there
through single handed.
Feb. 10 Ohio Wesleyan, there
The other star was Jim Schnei- Feb. 17 Baldwin-Wallachere
der, freshman.
Jim's defensive Feb. 20 Otterbein, there
play was a beautiful thing to Feb. 22 Muskingum, there
watch, and under the backboard,
he played way off his feet. He was Feb. 24 Kent State, here
outjumping the big. boys consist- - Feb. 28 Akron, there

nr-Oberli-

mm

it

Schneider.

.

8

Co.

Phone 400

Printed and Engraved Stationery
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THE WOOSTBR VOICE
10 Foot
DrVer Steeg
Chapel From The Heigh Ho, Heigh Ho, It's Off to Work? Apple - Polish in g
(Continued from Page
eyan, and subsequently tor Chat- Completes Report
SubconsciousOr
' A true musician, Mr.j Taylor 's ham nail, a girls scnooi in vir
-

2)

Who's Listening

- 'SzJ'k.

"V-

!

(wt believe that this U an
usual short story. It was written for
Mr. Moore's class in Advanced Composition and features the stream of
consciousness style made popular by
Virginia Woolf.)

--

The speaker stands before the
mottled background of the choir,
insignificant in his regularity his
tan petal of a face above the
head of white shirt front, his figure
dwarfed between the million-dotte- d
face of the audience and the almost'
desolate choir behind. By his voice
alone he ' becomes, individual, by
words, words of vigor, force, and
singleness, weaving themselves in
and out to make a pattern of rea-sotwining, encircling, lacing into
a tapestry of thought that swings
back and forth, beating the air,
' throbbing against the ears. The
scene fades and his face is a little
white pear, lost from the body in a
sea of organ pipes, bobbing back
and forth, and his words blend into
a pulsing wind that vibrates against
the forehead. (Hang your head
over, hear the wind blow; hear the
wind blow, dear . . . that wooded
hill we used to drive down on the
way to Aunt Rukie's that came out
on a little flat town with a big
water tank and a high trestle; the
once we saw a train go over the
trestle and I took a picture of it
silhouetted acainst the sky, and
then mv little cousin ruined the

'

!.

.

Is

ginia.

tete-a-tet-

1.

--

V

4

n,

,

MisS Gould

It was here that

(Continued from Page 1) '
little
relates the story of an eager
Steeg, who also examined thous- she
southern girl who had heard
ands of well records in the state ot
had lived near William Words Ohio, the work being carried on
worth's immortairQi Lake District over a period of ten years.
J
in England. In all seriousness, Little
Head of the Department of Ge
Eva asked Miss Gould, the director ology and Geography at The Col
of art at the school, whether she lege of Wooster, Dr. Ver bteeg
had ever met Mr. Wordsworth. received his M.A. degree at the
Being in a facetious mood, Miss G. University of Chicago and his
replied, "Why, yes, we used to go Ph.D. at Columbia University. He
walking many times." "Oh," re- is a member of the following ortorted the girl and walked away. ganizations: Geological Society of
The, next, day in the school news America, the American Associa
sheet, appeared the account of Miss tion for Advancement of Science,
with the poor the Ohio Academy of Science, and
Gould s
In the spotlight is the inde- - poet, at the time rotting peacefully the New York Academy of Sci'
fagitable Dr. Aileen Dunham of away in some quiet English church- ence. He is chairman1 of the Geolthe history department and of the yard since 1850. She is now careful
ogy, Geography and Mathematics
infectious laugh. Miss Dunham to point out that she has nothing in
sections in the Ohio Academy of
took time off from grading papers common with Mr. Wordsworth ex
Science.
,
to reveal that she was from Mis- cept a love of the beautiful lake
Dr. Ver Steeg is listed in the
souri literally. She grew up in country,
following directories: Who's Who
the Province of "Alberta in west'
She is another inveterate traveler, in Engineering, American Men of
ern Canada, however, where she having spent her
sum' Science Leaders in' Education,
got her B.A. degree, following it mers journeying and studying in Who's Who
in Education, Holup with an M.A. from the Um Europe with the accent on Italy landers Who Have Helped Build
versity of Toronto. The most col and ' Switzerland since she isjjs- America, and Who's Important in
orful person in Wooster's aca pecially fond of f lorence. bhe is Science.
The author of 58 scientific,
demic processions, Miss Dunham well acquainted with the western
papers published iiFleadihg geohas become used to the curiosity hemisphere, too, and studied for
logical publications, Dr. Ver Steeg
over her red doctor s robe from awhile with M. Anedee Ozenfant
has written more than. 200 newsthe University of London with its in New York after the war com
paper articles and two books.
"beefeater7 cap. Desp'te her Brit pelled him to move his Parisian
In addition to the aforementioned
ish background, Miss Dunham is studio. With visits to her English
distinctions Dr. Ver Steeg is conAmerican to the core with isola home now impossible, Miss Gould
sulting geologist for the Texas
tionists her pet and most publi has taken up gardening but still en
Company and does consulting work
cized hate. A sincere historical joys
about hiking trips r
reminiscing
i
i
,
,
corporations anaj legal nrms in'
n
scholar, she traveled extensively '

favorites are symphonic and .good
vocal music. His hobby is his favorite stamp collection. A runner in
high school, he is still very fond
of 6ports, especially football.'
His even disposition doesn't permit dislikes, but he may go into a
tantrum if sea foods, such as clam
or shrimp, are set before him. How- ever, you 11 be his inend tor lire
if you present him with a dish of
Philadelphia Scrapple
or popcorn
or fried rabbit!
RS. He likes company for din
ner, we hope. ,
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ing hre playing bridge to ones
By Ruth Cameron
There it stands five miles from heart s content and the disgust of
Wooster, in from the main road, other, sleepier, cabin-mateEither in spite of or because of
and by a small creek the,W.A.A.
log
tracing fall and winter weath- the
all
as
become,
has
cabin, It
cabins should, a definite part of er Wooster has had these past few
the landscape; but it was not a!' months, fifteen different groups
of have hiked or taxied the five miles
ways so. The fortunate
Wooster have only owned the cab' to the cabin since school started in
in since 1936, when the cabin was beptember. bocial clubs were the
with
completed and formally dedicated. most numerous
close
a
gangs
sec
dorm
following
things,
worthwhile
it
But like most
girls
considerable
number
ond.
of
some
A
has been "in the process" for
back in, 1933, W.A.A. have been out three, four, and even
time.- Way
.
.
'
i r it f
newly organised ana xuu or pians five times in the sixteen weeks the
chose the site and drew up specr cabin has ben "open for business." until the war limited her summer
was not time taunts to the environs of the
W fications. A eood friend, Dr. Kin' Inauguration week-en- d
week-en- d
slighted,
rent-treof Canadian Rockies. She is a true
was
the
nor
tor
inff word? with meaning. "In this ney, leased the lot,
second
big
snow
week in cosmopolite, having been to Eur em dance enthusiast particularly
, the
,
" AnA 99 vears. Through the unfailing the
a
,f,
nrf
she will tell nrhon'
then I'll go home, and if there is a help of students, alumni and December. What's more, every ope four times and
or her walking program. In addition, Miss Gould
he a fety friends, the money was raised and group has paid the required 10c per enthusiastically
ettrnU OnA to
fee
England
head
through
record,
practically
As
far
a
we
began.
trips
building
ortt sum might be called a balletomane which
ter I'll run in' my room and close the actual
Italy.
my trav' is a connoisieur's word for ballet en'
"All
goes
press,
spent
in
As
mers
this
think!
corner-stonwe
to
the door: there 111 be. flung all as is known today, no
pointed
Miss
out, thusiast and which is also a word
Dunham
have
heard
els"
group
rumors
even
of a
tV.P Wfr anrl was laid, but the letters, W.A.A,
a
from Holden planning to spend the arealways with
view toward to close these biographies with an
the dinner bell will ring and I won't are inserted in the hearth,
week-enmv
knowl impressive we hope flourish.
30
historical
revivifying
enough
of
buried
the
28
for
20
or
some
in
Jan.
Laree
11
hear it, and 1 go in late to lunch
history
which
her
edge"
log
stu
doubt!
to
boasts
snow,
house
no
this
cabiners"
Note: For the next edition of
a letter!) A sharp burst of
testify.
imwill
Her
Italian
has
Each
dents
season
various
seen
Polishing, we're featuring
every
Apple
combination
laughter cuts in and the little band- one large room,
of
the
study
in
summer
art,
the
spent
and
in
some
provements
equipment
Dr. Ver Steeg, Art Murray, and
and a
box picture is gone. His voice hums,
of
the
background
and
customs,
Miss Ogilbee- "And so today thousands of men what smaller kitchen; but large facilities of the cabin. A Vic - was
" (men, men,' men, there enough, providing there aren't too the latest addition, and W.A.A. Renaissance. Aside from history,
with will gladly accept all donations of this Wooster prof admitted to a
were three jolly fishermen; camp, many cooks! It is
. .
slightly used records! We are also side of her which no one knows Dear Editor :
dishes,
benches,
cots,
tables,
the rock where Nancy slipped and two
Pag 2)
from
(Continued
v a
r
i
i
t
she likes to rough it and re- is, saving
skinned her knee when I chased her cooking utensils, silverware, staples, informed that W.A.A.
,
.
.L.rv.anau-fo- r
and "lumberman's tools' . (The car- - money, via war bonds, ot course, ven to ine primitive in uie
urif-a mm itnfnl nf uatpr- - rnltl
have a closer view than some oth- Wal-dishIzaak
station-wagonwilds!
ardent
An
an
New
a cabin
cold water to brush the teeth in penters always smile gently when
a
are also on the way, and ton, Miss Dunham will gladly ers discussing it. Uomps were
early in the morning; sitting in bur informed that the girls are going te
a
Ot
thing
building
great
the
in
give. pointers on troutcasting, as
saw and chop woodl) .
n ftpr
com
tineoreehng
tnendohip
"You girls aren't going out there placed as well as the stock of staples was evidenced by her stellar per-ke- riHfcl-inoon rest hour). His voice is jag- orH onnahrv It W9S a
formance at the fishpond booth
up.
ffpH
"Wp mmr nnt allow thin rn in this snow, are you?
brought
closer by the reeling
Carnival. Away from bond
This season's manager and all at e " mis vmYe is like the "mislv
"Do you have plenty of wood?
.
that all of the students were work
"You build your fire after you those who have made these week- - these cloistered walls, she enjoys
experience as the
ends so grand wish to extend our mountain climbing and such back ing toward that
inff class, un and down, slantinor get out there? '
college
of
years. This
their
summit
favorite
AU these above are typical excla heartiest thanks to the members of woods life as found in her
against mv car. so hard to let in-- .
goal
began
you
to
was
a
strive to
if hie xrntYo wtpvp nnlv 1i1rf tra;p1incr mations put to the adventurous the women's gym staff, to the many vacation haunts in the; Waterton ward from the very first week of
be
ovals it would fit in mv par and Lco - eds of Wooster who hanker af- - chaperones who have "abandoned Glacier Park in Canada. This,
your freshman year; it was dis
occupies
sides
reading
of
reams
and trek all hope" to go with us, to Mr. Grifslid. riaKt down, likp AIiYp. and ter the big
her summers. In the past, Miss cussed and .each helped others in
the rabbit hole). His words throng out to spend a memorable evening fith and his department for help in
n
helped
Dunham lias, studied at the Uni- their fields.
and nush out over the audience, way out in the woods. As any getting supplies out to the cabin
upper
classmen
previous
review
Califor
versity of Chicago, U. of
but the dust rays through the Win member of, the many groups who and for keeping the road in- - such
material and the seniors naturally
t
Ll
good
condition, and especially to nia, Stanford, and Wisconsin. A
dows are undisturbed. And now, have made the pilgrimage can tell
Dunham idiosyneracy is keeping telt the closest ot bonds among
at last, we have come to this brink you, the cabin is a very fascinating Miss Lowne for her unfailing help
classes "just one more minute past themselves. These friendships can
(Lord! what is this iron drill place to spend a night. What could and encouragement. .
be. the most meaningful ones of
i
Here S to many, many more "cab- - the bell" which, confidentially, no college
'tthrough my temples
behind m y be more ideal than to sit by a roardaysbuilt on mutual help.
one minds. And if you'd like to
in week-endeves, grinding as if someone were
were no classes, no idle
There
while away an otherwise dull win
cranking it! Fneed more sleep less Rey Miller DoiiateS
"working-thru"- :
this was
rich"
or
evening may we refer you to
ter
a
stuay. un ror
wind tooiow
First semester examinations will Miss Aileen Dunham for some lost in the greater cause of a liberal
through my brain and rinse it out MJQQfjh RGCOldS
be given during the week begineducation.
g
tales of adventur
wuius iium uic uLCdii, wnius
Thesis and comps are definitely
ning Saturday, Jan. 20, 1945, and or How to Be Happy Though. Lost
from the sea, winds from the Gulf
fine for Wooster, tod.
Rev. C. G. Miller of Wooster, ending Saturday morning, Jan. 27,
Pans?
Stream blowing through the north) who has already contributed gen 1945. The time Schedule will be as in
Very sincerely,
And m conclusion I state
Relda Jean Wright
follows:
T)pnrtmpnt
ernncKr
trv
the
Wooster
SrwV
newcomer
on
A
-v
WA- i
.11
u.
D...i uir an
now r..i.
iuu- - through the."viw-ic- i
8:00
the
Gould
A.M.
is
10:30
Sybil
'of
A.M.
Miss
campus
purchase of a collection
ny I beat my toes up and down as of speech recordS) has recentiy giv; 10:45 A.M.
12:15 P. M. Art Department. After some due
11
L
WC1C
UldVUlK OlHdll UCUdXS. en Dr. Delbert G. Lean seventy-fiv- e
2:00 P. M.
4:30 P. M. speculation on her accent we disFly, if you don't stop sitting on me dollars to enlarge that collection. It
Miss Ogilbee, who is leaving
7:00 P. M.
8:30 P. M. covered that she hails from Eng111 scream right out loud won
Further schedules may be found land where she lived in almost ev
will be called the "C; G. Miller
soon to take a teaching posider what they'd do if I'd scream Speech-Recoron Kauke, bulletin board.
ery district before coming to the
Library'
tion in Panama, wishes to sell
out loud?) There is an outburst of
U. S. A. to attend the Portland
IHHHHI"IHHHHHl
Records to be bought are those HH
applause (blow the man down,
(Me.) School of Fine Arts, the
winter clothes.
Carl Sandburg's readings of
boys! blow the man down). The of
Alumni
Secretaries
and
School
Cleveland
of
Art,
to
and Edwin Markspeaker retires, sits and chats cas- - Robert Frosts
receive her degree from Western
ham's works, along with many oth
CALL 1043-ually with the Deaa (Uh don t
Three new class secretaries have Reserve. From this university Miss
ers
contributed
distin
to
who
worry, sir; we'll clap you back).
been appointed by Miss Peggy Gould also got her M.A. After
guished speech in America and
Mul-o- f
college,-6he- -w
e
England.
sound as of the unleashing of a torThe women's secretary for- - the
class of 1945 is Nancy Helm.
rent.
(
, ,At the time of the inaugurac. .
for the class of 1946. are
tion, Dr. Arthur Compton lost
Holden Has Open House his wrist watch somewhere on Jean Wagner and Jeanne Washa-baugante-bellu-

s!
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HOOKS 10

Approximately a dozen new
books are to be placed in each of
the four mam dormitories for worn'
en. This issbeing sponsored and ar
ranged by the W.S.G.A. library
,
committee.
Henderson
was recently
Pat
chosen chairman of this committee.
Also newly appointed was Vivian
Douglass. The other members are
Barbara Cooper and Miss Eva
Newnan.
At the same meeting of the
W.S.G.A., which took place Dec.
6, the senior privileges were ap
proved. These privileges are now
in effect for all those being grad- -
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An open house for

members of

me new battalion, of the Naval Re
tresner course is being held in
Holden Hall and Holden Annex on
Saturday. Jan. 13 from 8 to 11:30
p.m. ' Entertainment will be in. the
form or dancing and card games.
Chaperones for the evening are Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Noble, and Mr. and
.Mrs. John Hildner.
Serving under
Jeanne
Wagner and Cornelia Lybarger are
Lucy Hunter, who is in charge of
food, Jane Bplinger who 'planned
the decorations, Vivian NDduglas
who is chairman of the entertainment committee, and Eileen Larimer, who was in charge of

the campus. It is a Swiss watch
with an elastic .metal band. If
anyone knows of the whereabouts of the watch will you
contact Mr. John D.
McKee. Thank you.
please
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BLOUSES and SKIRTS

IDEAL FROC
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en
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houndstooth
check
skirt with black
..
. . r
, ......
.......
f ,
grosgrain Dmaing at nem, pocKets,
and side drape a la Scottish kilts.
Or maybe as a
perk up,
wool skirt with lots of
a 100
Sharp-i- n
pleats almost
brilliant tangerine and costs $6.50.
-

,

..

.

.

er

pre-wa- r.

Glitter Gal
For those "special" moments, a
sophisticated crepe blouse is the
a contracting crepe skirt,
a compromise between formality
and campus casualness. At $10.95,
they come in different styles, all
long sleeved, and dressed up with
sequins. Stunning particularly is a
white blouse with gold sequin flowers marched down the front. A lush
item comes in crushed strawberry
with silver sequins. l.B. All these
plus a black evening skirt equal one
an-swerw-

--

co-chairm-

Since even Lana Turner takes
time olr now and then from her
sweaters to look appealing in a
blouse, Wooster Sweater Girls can
follow her lead and have a look 'at
Freedlander's stock of blouses. For
the boots and saddle air, we suggest a Tattersall shirt in red and
black, The material s part wool and
beautifully soft, an inspiration at
$3.50. Scottish in influence and
price is the part wool stuart clan
plaid blouse at $4.95. It has easy
lines and is a natural with navy or
grey skirts.
Sweet and Lovely
That's you in Freedlanders long- sleeved, softly tailored blouse by
Tailorcraft. With bishop sleeves
and a smart bow at the neck, the
material is rayon with a new feel
and a becoming sheen, particularly
nice in a narrow aqua pin stripe.
tVip ar
for $4Ynnrs
Tn "tilav
r
"cwrlpTnimenrf

mid-wint-

the monthly duty of class

secretaries to assemble - and - write
material about absent or former
jmembers of theis class.
These
members are asked to keep in con
tact with their secretaries.

FREEDLAIIDEnS

Cooperate with Your
Girls' Clubs on Campus
BUY WAR STAMPS
"

...

.

;

';,

Each Week

'.

';'.

.....

VEITZEL'S
CLEANERS

7

BROKEN LENSES
'

DUPLICATED

White Lenses....S2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Lenses.... J2.50 to 3.00
Frames repaired while you wait

W. T. WATSON
Optometrist
153 B. Liberty St
Phone 51

Reliable
DRY CLEANING

Compliments

v'

At

of

ELLIOTTS

Gray and Son

fashion-righ-

320 E. Liberty St.

ith

dinner dress.

t
"-Je-

anne

Washabaugh

"

